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WANT YOUR PICTURB
IN THE INDEX?
Cooperate with the editors in signing
--

appointments and keeping them
pictures! e

NEW TRADITION

fot-cla-

The student body stops cold on the
second verse of the hymn in chapel
on Thursdays.

ss

Faculty Sing!
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LIVY BE PAS r :ma
Douglass Elects
Dick Falls as
M.S.G.A. Agent

Number 3

win

Queen Will Reign
Over Week End

Wheels Roll as
Class Elections
Gain Momentum

r

The Freshmen, in their second
major election, chose Dick Falls' to

Plan Bonfire- Pen
...... j .Fnr Frirfav
.
- -- j. Rallv

The spotlight of campus,iflterest
represent their class in the MerVs will again be turned on politics
Student Government Association. As with the election of class officers
President of Douglass Hal, Dick, 18, for the school year 1946-4- 7
getting
comes from Shaker Heights, Ohio, under way this week.
Petitions of
and has just completed four years at

'

the Shaker Heights high school.
There, he was president of an honor
society called the Congressional Club
and also found time to be "pep"
chairman of Student Council. Here,
at W o o s t e r he is preparing for
a medical career. Dick "considers it
a great honor and a very pleasant
surprise" to be elected President of
Douglass Hall.
Among - the - other nominees - for
President of Douglass were Will
Hewett, Dave Poling and Irv Dungan.
The Douglass Sections at the same
time elected the following men to
represent them in the Douglass Council: First Section, Bill Lenhardt; Second
Section, Tom Hazlett; Third Section,
Ralph Booth; Fourth Section, Warren
Reibe; Fifth Section, Ed Cheatham;
Sixth Section, Bill Johnston; Seventh
Section, Bill Ratz; Eighth Section, Ed
McAllister; Loft, Ed Horvath.
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won the crown as Wooster's first Homecoming Queen. She was elected
Tn

began circulating
around the campus Monday and all
petitions were completed and filed
with the Student Senate Wednes-danight.
for the various

class offices are as follows: For the
Senior class, Cal Buchanan, Dale

pre-gam-
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under the Queen's domain with
Hal Nelson's band furnishing the
rhythm.
week end will
close Sunday night with an
will be

Choose Band,

Home-comin-

Dorm Judges

ed

g

all-colle-

ge

sing on the Quad.
The Queen will choose her attendA short meeting of the Student
Senate was held Oct. 7 in the Senate ants next week. Her court will include
Room. The minutes were read and a representative from each of the three
approved and the roll was called. The
only member absent was Fred Stead. men.
It was decided that due to the The new Queen Livy De Pastina,
President's reception for Freshmen of Trenton, N. J., spends part of her
1
Friday night, the only other time on her psych major and the rest
activity that night would be the WAA as head cheerleader, senior counsellor
play night at the gym. The Senate and Imp member.
Norma Bircher call Canton, Ohio,
agreed to hire Howard Simon's
home
and is majoring in English and
band for a dance Saturday night
speech.
She struts for the ban4 and .
with a .55 admission price.
the boys at football games as head
It was voted to hire Hal Nelson's majorette. The Imps is her social dub.
band for Homecoming, The tickets
."Cornie" Lybarger, hailing from
for this dance will be 1.75.
Lakewood, O., is president of BabThe Senate president, Art Palmer. cock, sings for the Girls' Chorus and
announced that he would introduce socializes with the Imps, in addition
the entire Senate in student chapel, to majoring in English.
Vivian Tuck, a native Woosterian,
Tuesday, Oct. 15.
counts English and music as her ma
A committee to judge the dorm
jors. Being president of Y.Wn a mem.
decorations for Homecomins
was
ber or the Oirls' Chorus and of Pyrachosen as follows:
mids helps occupy her spare time.
Phyllis Thoma
Jan Johnson and John Kovach,
Mary Lewis
of the week end activities
Art Palmer
have announced the following com
Norm Wright.
miltMi! Par Dalfu T im. TV.
John D. McKee
chairman; Queen, Pat Ivins, chuirma
Mr. Brenson
Dave Poling, Liz Baker and Ev Camp,
As decided at the last meeting, it bell; Parade, Gretchen Shafer and
was agreed that any bills paid by the Marge Pamsey; Dance, Ned Shreflfler,
Senate must be approved by the Sen- chairman,
Pat Workman,
Harry
ate Treasurer before purchases can Glatz, Annelu Hutson, Peggy Short,
be made.
and Marge Munnell.
five-pie- ce

'
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Senate Action

Fire Dept. Proves
Everybody Wants
To Get in the Act

.

1

from four candidates nominated on secret ballot by the senior class
De" Pastina, Norma Bircher, Cornelia
Lybarger, and Vivien Tuck were introduced to the student body in
chapel today.
V
The new Queen, reifnin? as WonsterVi first fnr Hnmrmfninn will
preside over activities starting next Friday evening at 7 o'clock with
:
I la bonnre pep rally at Babcock. On
Saturday at 1:15 a
e
parade
will honor the Queen and her Court.

.

un-oppos-
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Tuesday, The nominees Livy

y

Blocher, Henry Rutledge, and Roger
Williams a s presidential nominees,
with Marilyn Anderson and Anne
Austin up for vice president; Jane
Bolinger and Don Fluke compete for
secretary; Clarence Fdrsberg is
for treasurer.
The Junior class has nominated
Jean Horn and Ed Powers for president; Jo Garver and Pat Penn for vice
president; Cynthia Cole, Mariana
Paull, and Mary Ellen Baker for secretary; Anna Syrios, Myron Bellinger,
Wayne Cliff, and George Gesegnet for
treasurer.
Sophomore aspirants for president
are Joe Lane and Richard Branden-stein- ;
vice presidential candidates are
Marjorie Marker, Barbara Brandt, and
Bob Konczel; nominated for secretary
are Dorothy Sandrock and Gretchen
Shaffer; hopefuls for treasurer are
There couldn't have been a better
Marjorie Ramsey and Charlie Crog-han- .
send-of- f
to the Scots' first post-wa-r
football rally than the unexpected
The Freshman class, nominated
event of two red fire engines,
bristling with sirens, dashing up the more candidates than any other class
Sihill to the big scene beside Babcock. and heading their list are Fjioward
Students were frankly delighted; the mon, Robert Dickson and Dave PolDave Clyde, Marfiremen frankly crestfallen. All their ing for president
Stults are up
and
Brown,
ion
Harry
fond hopes of rescuing fair damsels
Polly,
vice
president;
Virginia
for
in clinging nightgowns were vanseek
the
quished. Obviously drooping, the fire Dick Clark, and Marg Salter
Dev-eChristine
secretarial
and
position;
engines slunk away dragging their
Herb Benson, and Warren Riebe
ladders behind them. Their visit added
to hold the money as treasurer.
want
. evenmore vigor . to one of the most
The nominees for all the offices will
lively football rallies in college hisbe
introduced to the student body in
tory.
,
Chapel
next Tuesday prior to the
Egged on by the fresh spirit of the
elections. Final elections beprimary
cheerleaders, the students cooperated
willingly. Tommy Lykos gave them tween the winning candidates will be
Wednesday.
the football player's viewpoint. The held on
band played. Everyone cheered and
the football season was off with a
bang.
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LIVY DE PASTINA, HOME COMING QUEEN

Desk Girls Play Cupid

Flying Scots
The "Flying Scots" are hoping to
take to the air in their own plane
within two or three weeks. At the last
meeting Dick Graham, President of
the club, after hashing out necessary
questions, heard the committee's report as to the plane they had- - chosen.
now for
It is to be the Taylor-crafsale at the Wooster airport.
t,

Ver Steeg Confers With Infamous
Geologist of Upsala University

Frosh Gal Feels Stupid
Has anyone found two lost Findlay
-- We're still - waiting for them
here at Hoover to come and claim
their dates.
boys?

Approaching the desk the two boys
wanted Wooster dance dates. They
wanted "cute girls" "not too tall"
"you know, just right." The desk girl
was most cooperative and found two
attractive, typical Wooster girls who
were willing to go with them. While
they were getting dressed a perfect
practical joke was planned.

Lowrys Extend
Personal Welcome

co-chair-

men

Make Up Artist Steals Show
Marries the Hero - Tonight!!

One of the best sports around
That bearded geologist from Sweden, Dr. R. Bangston. also a Pro'
Little Theatre drama in 194445 hit an all time peat The first proagreed to dress in a "hick" manner
fessor at Upsala University, recently caused Dr. Karl Ver Steeg,
to give these Findlay boys a jolt. Her duction, "Junkr Miss" was a hit in more ways than one. Jean Malkin
Wooster's rock artist, several hours of hopeful anticipation towards costume was quickly assembled. She and
Mai Boggs met there. He was trying to kiss strictly in the line
To New Students
having found an eminent geologist in this area.
wore a green and white striped cotton
of duty Lois, the Graves' oldest daughter; Jean was trying to make up
dress with a white slip pinned at her
Mrs. Lowry and Dr. Lowry wish to
second
Actually "Mr. Barigston"' is a
semester freshman, Richard neck
strictly in the line of duty all the characters in the play. They both
and belted at her waist to give
welcome personally all freshmen and
He
geology
department.
accompanied
the
made
Don
in
hits, but not with one another. She thought him grumpy; he
a "fashionable" tunic effect. This was
new upperclass students to their home Swanson, a major
at the annual President's Home Reception tonight.
Thirty four upperclassmen under
the direction of Evelyn Slater and
John Compton will be in charge of
escorting groups of new students to
the President's home at
e
intervals. Over four hundred students
are expected at the reception.
Dress for the reception will be
formal for the girls and dark suits for
the men.
,
'
Errors will occur. ' If you are a
freshman or new student and an up- perclasi counselor has not made arrangements with you for the reception,
you are requested to get in touch with
the Dean of Men or Dean of Women
t
immediately.
fifteen-minut-

.

Modlish Builds Glee Club
The Men's Glee Club, under the
direction of Mr. Paul Modlish, will
r
program to
present its first
the College sometime before Christmas. Enthusiasm and hard work have
keynoted the rehearsals to date. Director Modlish has kept the Gub
limited to thirty men even though the
turnout has necessitated a long waiting
list. Club officers will be elected
shortly, returning the group to its prewar basis. Mr. Modlish would like
to see any tenors interested in singing
with the Glee Club.
post-wa-

Miller, 1940 graduate from the college, and William Back of the Univerexsity of Illinois, on a
pedition for the U. S. Geological
Survey.

I

three-mont- h
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later

Wooster Cast Sees Apley
In Cleveland

Play House

p

The bearded introduction to Dr.
Ver Steeg as Swanson returned to the
campus was the inspiration of prankish Prof. Carl Munson, of the physical
education department.

"monthi-versary,-

Dick's comments on the Alaskan

Y

jaunt are summed up in his remark
that "it was a wonderful summer,
really wonderful, but some of it was
pretty rough, too."
Dick was the cook for the three
geologists which, he explains, "was
funny, because I'd never done anything like it before."
With a "wood stove and a
pocket edition of a cook
book, however, he tried his hand at
baking bread, pie, cake, and can tell
you about one way to "make Spam
taste pretty good." And this, he reminds you, after eating the canned
meat day after day, has. its points.
The area of operations was in the
Cape Yakataga- - Katalla region, about
100 miles from Cordova, an unmapped sector near the edge of the
Bering Glacier. A portion of their
worjc involved rnappjng the region,
by triangulation and the use of new
type aerial photographs. They also

decided she was definitely too sophisticated.
blue drawstring
A frosh cap
111- I
L
Four months
piaceaJ oacKwarasJ over ner ugnuy
all Hoover
drawn hair and a cheap white paper grabbed front seats to listen to the
flower provided the "proper" head- first frosh "going steady" serenade of
line. Her make-uwas in perfect taste the year. Yep, the sophisticated sister
consisting of thick greasy lip stick was pinned to the grumpy guy. Morsmeared at the edges. Of course, she al: Never trust a first impression.
wore glasses pulled over her nose. Her
Now on their twentieth
"
feet were also typical of our college
Oct. 11, Jean and Mai are
beauties, being brown pumps over her going
to join Wooster's married
white bobby socks. As she walked couples. They had hoped
to return
down the stairs with her regal atmos- this fall as man
and wife but the housphere she could be seen busily knitting ing situation
caused delay,
"
"'"
a white sock.
However, Miss Dorothy Mateer
But her dates weren't there. Has came to their rescue and when Mr.
ANYONE seen them????
and Mrs. Malcolm Boggs return from
their brief honeymoon Sunday her
home will be their home, too. Miss
Mateer, in addition to being a Wooster graduate, was also dean of sophomore women at Connecticut Women's
College. And Jean thought the days
of demerits were over!
A "name" band is coming to the
Tonight at 7:00, in the Chapel, Rev.
campus. So it was decided by a riotous Ralph Young will unite them. The
group of the college men in Scott candlelight ceremony will be a closed
Auditorium early this week. M.S.G.A service for the families of the bride
Prexy Fred Stead was in charge of the and groom and a few close friends.
gathering at which it was voted to Dressed informally, Jean will be atleave the selection and engagement of tended by her cousin, Joyce Greena-wa- lt
the "unknown quantity" to the Ken
from East Liverpool. Best man
arden Council. So far, the Council has will be Norm MacMillan, a Wooster
encountered many difficulties in their student from Mt. Gilead, the groom's
search but it is hoped that these will home town.
be ironed out in the near future.
Goodbye Malkin
Hello Boggs!
bag.

"

"

Men Clamor For

paper-covere- d
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RICHARD SWANSON
collected specimens of rocks, minerals
and mosses growing in the area.

Hunters and trappers in the sector
had reported oil seeps, but none were
found by the three geologists.

n

Solid Senders"

Scoti Version on Oct. 16
Wooster's cast of "The Late Georse
Apley" travelled to Cleveland this
evening to see the Play House production of the same play. The thespiana
are being accompanied by Mr. Craig,
Miss Zierdt, Mr. Kaltenborn and Mr.
Drushal, of the Speech department. '
Mr. Craig reports the trip is being
made "to let the cast see how another
cast does it not to learn to imitate
other interpretations.

The Little Theatre group will be
giving their presentation of the play
from, Wednesday through Saturday of
next week. Ticket sale started today.
Buy early for choice seats.

Four musical events have been
scheduled for the Chapel, beginning
Oct. 21 and continuing on through
January, by the 0 Club, a Wooster musical organisation.
Season
tickets can be secured for $2.30. Individual admission will be .83
performance.
20-3-
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Letters to the Editor
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Dear Wooster:
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B. Gibson Company and
The
THB VOICE, efficul student public tioo of TU Collegs ( Woeiw, i publihed Weeklf
Editorial
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per
$1.50
Subscription
price
it
period.
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vacation
year
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durinf Ac
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Colkjiate Press end
complete
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Wooster, Ohio. Entered at second-da- n
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Inc.,
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by
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NORMAN L. WRIGHT

Associate Editor

Ann Baker

AI Valentine

.

Managing Editor

ceived and no definite dates on shipments can be secured from the manuRose Kestl. Cornelia Lybarger. feature editors; Dorothy Vsugh, Mary Jean Mackiy, makeup facturers. These items include space
editors; Pat Wicks, exchange editor; Jo Bowman, advertiiing manager; Ann Shenefield, assiitant
advertising manager, Betty Guinther. auditor; Marilyn Cordray, Arleen Malechek. circulation heaters, hot water tanks, refrigerators,
manager; Marilyn Prey. Julia Owen, copy editors; Jean Horn, girls sports; Robert Taylor, medicine cabinets and shower stalls.
rewrite; Art Murray, faculty advisor.
delivery on
Peg Ackerman, Joyce Jarman, Bob Clark, Mary Paul, Helen We have reason to expect
Stf Assodatss Nancy McKee, Peggy
nagen, jvu
Hagen,
Marion btemme. Beryl Stewart, Mim Alden, some of this equipment very soon.
Heitman, Glenn Schwan.
Schwar.
Bennett, 10m Maistros, rrea tiy, jacs noioen,
Nancy Jones, Janet Miller, Mary Jean Benni
narry Stapler,
nenaerson,
ilyn Snyder, Betty Jones,
otapier, Pat
jones, Harry
rat Henderson,
Marilyn Leichty, Mina Hayes, Carolyn
Be assured of our unceasing efforts
Myron Bellinger, Frank Condit, Ed Fenton, Dick Spangler, Dorothy Ratford, Betsy Welch,
Jordan Miller. Barbara Harare. Lorraine Duckworth, John Shupe, Dick Smith, Sally Carlson, to complete the entire project and
Bill Rowland. Walter Ballenger.
turn it over at the earliest possible
Pro Kier, Pat Winters, Alice Hickman, Sandy Good well, Ken Wright, date.
Marian Ellen der.
' Hugh D. Foltz
Project Engineer
Sports Editor

Larry Piper

Gravy Train Won't
Stop per Veterans
whoareentering school

Veterans

this fall under provisions of the G. I. Bill should be
in a position to meet their personal

or

job-traini-

ng

for 48 single students by Oct. 17. financial obligations for at least 60
There is a very good possibility, that days as a safeguard against a posthe construction work will be comsible delay in payment of subsistence
pleted by that time, but various items
Veterans Adof equipment have not yet been re- allowance, the Columbus

Editor

Business Manager

SHIRLEY SMITH
Betty
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Keep the Home Fires Burning
7ext wee at this time hordes of old timer Wooster Scots will
descend on the campus for the first really postwar Home'coming.
'the celebration agenda is full of the solid traditional Homecoming
the dorm decorations, the bonfire pep rally, the snae dance,
events
the play, un'th the football game as the highlight, followed by the Home
coming dance.
Homecoming should be fine entertainment this year, The Home
putting the final
coming committee has wored themselves hollow-eye- d
polish to the plans; the Alumni officehas been rolling with invitations
and reservations for wees. The dramatic department has spent many
an hour preparing the Homecoming play for the leiglights. The
football team is eyed to give Denison a race for the goal posts, and
the floors in Severance gym are being waxed in readiness for the
Saturday night dance.
The stage is set. All that is needed for a successful Homecoming
is enthusiastic student support. Invite the fols down for the celebration
give a hearty invitation to the grads to come bac to see how the
campus clicks with the student body restored to balance. Support your
dorm committee in cooing up hot decoration ideas; the competition
for the Home'coming Decoration cup should be een this year. Turn
out for the bonfire pep rally and warm up your larynx in preparation
for cheering when it counts Saturday at the Denison game. All in all,
relax and get set for a good wee end.

Branch

ministration
today.

Office advised

While VA will make every effort to
pay subsistence allowances promptly,
there may be cases of some- delay
-

in payments due to the tremendous
volume of work which will result from
the start of a new school term. It is
estimated that some 98,000 veterans
will be enrolled in the colleges and

universities this fall within the Branch
When the sections phones rang recently a voice said, "This is the
area, including 34,000 in Ohio, 33,- Dean's office. I've been told that there were two girls seen in Kenarden
Kenin
Michigan,
11,000
and
000
in
There are 617 men now enrolled in
(Livingstone and Douglass) shortly after ten last night. Do you know
classes in the College of Wooster. Of tucky, the three states serviced by the anything about this?" And this is what they said
Conse Columbus office.
these, 238 live
First: "In First Section? I couldn't phone.
quently they do not hear the anThere is no provision in the G. I. tell you anything about that. About
Sixth: "Ha, ha, that's news to me.
nouncements made at the dormitories
Bill (Public Law 346) which permits the other sections I couldn't say. I was
Who were they?"
nor do they read the bulletin boards
VA to make loans or advance sub- - here all evening and I didn't see
there with any degree of regularity.
Seventh: "Last night? Not that I
sistence payments to veterans com- - them."
114 live
Of 619
Second: "Ahhh I don't know. Cal know of."
mencinji or taking educational or
and 39 do not eat in college dining traininz courses. Under Public Law wasn't in till eleven last night.
Eighth: "Well, four married couples
rooms. Should these students be ne- 16, which is the Vocational Rehabili- live
here." (The voice explained it was-- not
Third: "No, certainly not. I didn t
glected simply because they are in the
the wives.) "Hmmm, well I would
tation Act for disabled veterans, a even hear the rumor.
minority?
know anything about that. You'd
there
thought
been
"Two?
not
has
Fourth:
revolving
fund
I
i 1,500,000
ask the president."
Such a condition as this is a natural orovided to make advancements not were
better
no
course
of
ah
ah er
result of the sudden growth of a small exceeding $100 in any case to dis- - one was here
Douglass First Floor: '"Seen here,
college.
With approximately
Fifth wouldn't even answer the no, but I heard
abled veterans who are entering trainnever mind."
we ask ing. The advancement must be repaid
of us as
Douglass Second Floor: "Must have,
that the college and the student body to VA in installments.
been
third floor, 'cause I didn't see
cooperate with us to remedy a bad
Can You
em.
;
situation.
ing the time and place for all meet
a Midwestern university recently
In
Floor:
Douglass
Third
I
"No,
don't.
If a bulletin board were placed ings, dances, and other functions, the a
called her local record store
I was out till eleven. I don't know
along the walk in front of Kauke daily weather report and other perti
and asked for "Two Lips and Seven
Hall, and another set up between the nent information would be or use Kisses." By mistake she was given about the lounge. I wasn't in there."
Library and the "Union," every stu to all.
the local garage. The attendant on
The adoption of these boards will answering said. "I'm sorry, we don't
dent would have occasion to pass them
students to share
bul enable
r
at frequent intervals.
have that piece, but we do have "Two
letin boards would not cause conges more fully in college life.
Dick Graber heard that Beethoven
Tom Cats and Seven Kittens." "Is
Signed, Mary Ryan
tion in the halls and corridors of the
had
a Fifth, and spent the rest of the
"We
queried
the
that a record?"
buildings.
searching for it in Kenarden.
day
think it is," said the attendant.
A small committee of students could
operate the boards, probably under
the direction of the Student Senate -- Tryout papers for Pembroke are
All notices of general importance due by noon on Saturday, Oct. 12.
could be collected from the office of These papers are open to all upper- the dean, and posted on the boards, class women. They should not bear
The task would not require much time the author's name. The title of the
on anyone's part.
paper and the author's name should
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11
listbe placed in a sealed envelope.
calendar,
these
boards
a
With
President's Home
Reception for Freshmen
8:00
Korner Klub
House
Klub
Open
Korner
8:00
Galpin
Lower
.
Beall Hall Hayride
Babcock
Vic Dance
off-campu-
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He Didn't Need It!
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Red -- or Slightly Pink?

i

co-e- d.

Russia's shadow, the big Red Scare, looms before the American
beoble today whenever the problem of international peace arises m
discussion, whether on the street-comefrom the American pulpit,
The sides are picked,
campus.
college
or at a student meeting on a
and the verbal battle begins.
From all this debate it is apparent that current thought on the
Russian broblem is somewhat nebulous, it is, however, sate to con
elude that there are primarily three schools of thought. First, there are
those who oppose Russia constantly. Second, there is that group ad'
vocating extreme cooperation with our Russian ally. Third, and
standing between the two extremities, is that group which strives to
mold its foreign policy synthetically.
1. The eet'tough'with'Russia group refuses to cooperate with the
Soviet Union. A prodigious amount of this opposition stems out of
fear of three vague terms'. Communism, Marxism, Totalitarianism. For
COLFLESH
instance, Russia, symbol of the modern totalitarian state, is obnoxious
What the sophomores don't know won't hurt them. . . . But!!
to democracy; yet this anti'Russian group is quite totalitarian in its
Hoover Cottage was the scene of much excitement last Friday
effort to crush the Soviet, Union. ?ior does the Marxist imperialistic.
communism
mission comfort this conservative group. Economic fear of
the eve of Sophomore Court. Just before closing hours our
night
fires the anger still more. War between Russia and the United States hero ran up to the door. His attempt to invade the freshman dorm
.
is anticipated, and will inevitably occur if such tall continues.
was blocked by our conscientious desk girl. Nevertheless, he shouted
with
2. The goeasy'with'Russia group, demands total cooperation
into the dorm those ominous words,
the Soviet Union. It consciously or unconsciously supports Russian
were led single file around the campus
imperialism. Some of these exponents welcome the introduction of "Sophmore Court tomorrow morning until we reached Holden. Incidentaly,
communism in our economic frameufOr. Ultimately the individual at 5 o'clock." Like a bolt of lightning how did the sophs expect us to believe
there were water puddles when Woos
becomes subordinated to the exorbitant power of the community. the news flashed around the dorm.
individual,
the ter hadn't had rain for almost a week?
Although the community has certain rights to protect the
What could be done to
it must not deem itself sovereign; for then it becomes what it opposes. sophs? A suggestion that we get up
The court took session in its tradi
smoker
the
hide
in
and
m.
the
4:30
a.
at
3. The synthetic group recognizes both the arguments of
tional manner. Accused of everything,
with
greeted
After
excitement.
from embarrassing Dr. Lowry's wife
latter two groups. Tct it cannot recruit a definite policy. One day it was
opposes Russia; another day it cooperates with the Soviet Union. For due consideration and a talk with our to moving the Rock, we were given
instance, it will not accept the totalitarian state, but it will accept a junior resident it was vetoed as being various sentences. But who of the
desire for an endurable peace. It frowns upon the imperialistic missions a little too extreme. The compromise poor blindfolded souls led to the
of both totalitarism and democracy. The chief reason for this flexible consisted of a sign, "Welcome, Sophs" back room was fooled when told that
propped up at the inner door..
the Holden sewage system was out of
foreign policy is recognition of inconstant situations.
order and one was to plunge her hand
of
the
frosh
70
most
addition,
t,
In
practical
for it is
Justification of our third group is
Or
their
alarm
into the substitute bucket?
the
dorm
girls
set
in
and vigilant. Its function is highly complex and demands on'theminute
awake
when
from
be
eye"
could
"cow's
told
that
a
we
clocks
for 4:30 so
thought for on'theminute changes. The other two groups are
the sophs could reach us. We the biology lab was there for our
before
group
willing
is
thought.
synthetic
lazy
they
the
But
are
in
for
to thinly out each problem and decide whether or not the interest of heard them enter the dorm, climb the touch inspection?
Doesn't it seem a shame that these
peace or imperialism is involved. If imperialism is the motion; then steps and come in our rooms. Not
played
their
we
spoil
fun
wanting
to
s
on our campus really
those involved must decide whether or not it is fair. J.ti.
possum for a while.
don't know it all and are sometimes
Finally, dressed and blindfolded, we tricked up in their own little games?

Pembroke

r,

Unknown Hero Invades Frosh Dorm,
Sophs Find Welcome Sign on Door

--

By-EUGE-

-
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7:30-11:0- 0

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 12
Chapel
Girls' Chorus
9:00
-10:00-4:0Alpha
Theta
Phi
..Lower Babcock
2:30 - W.A.A. - Y.W. Style Show
... Lower Kauke
Band
Eighth Section Barbecue and Dance
Clearcreek and Livingstone
Tenth Section Hayride
Lower Babcock
Senate Dance
0

10:00-12:0-

4:30-12:0-

oppro-.briou-

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 13
Freshman Forum
9:15
Inter-CluCouncil Tea ..
Philosophy Club
Sunday Evening Forum
2.:00-5:0- 0

Scott Auditorium
Babcock Lounge
.... Lower Babcock
Scott Auditorium

b

5:00-7:0- 0

6:30-8:0- 0

MONDAY, OCTOBER 14
Modern Dance
4:30
French Club
7:00
Play, Dress Rehearsal
7:00

Babcock
Babcock
Lower

. Lower

:

TUESDAY,
4:15
4:30
7:00

s,

1

.

know-it-all-

Are You Fed Up?

7:00-8:3-

0

7:00-8:3-

0

8:30-10:3- 0

7:00

Taylor Hall

OCTOBER 15
Band
.........
Modern Dance
...
Congressional Club
Girls' Chorus .....
Men's Glee Club
Band Rehearsal
- Play, Dress Rehearsal

... Lower Kauke
Lower Babcock
Lower Kauke
Chapel
Lower Kauke
Lower Kauke

Taylor Hall

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 16
Modern Dance
4:30
Play, Dress Rehearsal
7:00
.
Symphony Practice
International Relations Club

Lower Babcock
Taylor Hall
Lower Kauke
Lower Babcock

:

7:15-9:0-

0

8:00-9:0- 0

Have you been griping lately over the 'way this county is being
today?.
Are you fed up with this "planned economy of scarcity"
run
which entitles you to one piece of Spam and a half a patty of

are fervid and well'defined.
For those who are over twenty'One and still do not tae their
country seriously enough to use their mdst prized right, namely, the
right to vote, only this can be said
"There should be a law
against it." In some countries there are laws governing voting. Cuba,
for example, fines all those eligible voters who fail to vote, five dollars,
A very wise piece of legislation, for there are no truer words spoken
than those of John Philpot Curran (Dublin 1808) "when he said,
Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty.
The procedures of voting are very simple. Those students who are
over twentyone, and residents of Ohio, should mae application to the
Cicr of the Board of Elections of the county from which they come
A students enrolled at Wooster College, you are not eligible
to vote in Wayne County, since it is not considered your legal resi'
dence. The gubernatorial and senatorial election are to be held on the
5 th of Tiovember this year, and your absentee ballot must be in about
a wee ahead of time so now is the time to apply for it. Don t pro
crasunate further. Do it today!--.p- 4

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 17
4:15
Band
,;...: Modern Dance
4:30
Girls' Chorus
Men's Glee. Club
Band .
Wayne County Alumni Club
8:00
Lecture by Arthur Compton
Play Production
8:00
r..-.::-

' 4

butter at mealtime?
Tou are.' Well, now is the time you can start doing something
about it, for fall elections are approaching and the campaign issues

'

0

0

8:00-11:3- 0

...

.

f

7:30-12:0- 0

out-fo- x

self-eviden-

.

8:30-11:0- 0

4

.VWil

f

Ml

7:00-8:3- 0
7:00-8:3-

0

8:30-10:0- 0

...

O

,

VTake

ESQUUUt. INC..

4

J46
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it easy, now remember whose side youre onl

... Lower Kauke
Lower Babcock
Chapel
'
Lower Kauke
Lower Kauke
Chapel

rr

.

...

. Taylor

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 18
Exhibition of Paintings by Theodore Brenson.
4:30
Bonfire Pep Rally
7:00
.
.
Play Production
8:00
.....
".

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 19
Band
:
1:15
Queen's Parade and Football Game ......
Homecoming Dance
Play Production
8:00
...
10:00-12:0-

0

8:00-12:0- 0

..

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 20
Peanut Breakfast
9:00 A. M.
Dominoe Breakfast
9:00 A.M.
Trump Alumnae Breakfast
9:00 A.M.
Freshman Forum
9:15 A.M.
...

Hall

...Galpin
Babcock
. Taylor Hall
Lower Kauke

Stadium
Gymnasium
Taylor Hall
Lower Babcock

Westminster
. Lower Galpin

Scott Auditorium
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Cross Counlry
Schedule Opons

Seventh Defeats
Second' 12-- 0

'

Taps

Dnsncli and Gcccia SLino
ils-Scols-B-

!oFinillayr27'

ov;

Frs Thxt

JEANJICN

j

Twas a dark day for the Wooster
By DICK SMITH
Seventh Section's defeat of Second
The meeting of the Wooster and once again establishes Seventh as the Scots! Principally because Findlay's
Ohio Wesleyan
teams team to beat in the intramural touch two negro flashes, Watson and Jusnext Saturday at Ohio Wesleyan will
tice, were as torrid as the day itself.
mark the opening of the 1946 cross- football league. The triple K genu
27-in favor of
country season for Wooster. The meet were held to a scoreless tie by the The final score was

The leaves of brown are tumbling

j

--

j wr

L

ning plays and an incomplete forward
coeds, who train and strain every
pass netted the Scots a lose of 3 yards.
Tuesday and Thursday afternoon on
No one knew it at the time, but it
By LARRY PIPER
the hockey field in preparation for
was all over except for the moaning
proposed clash with Denisoa and
ashing
kn
and
teeth.
of
the Oilers, and these two lads were just
Lake Eric.
Criticism is almost as rough on the will be the first one that the Scott ambitious lads of Second Section dur
have
Scots
The
made
participated
game
a
to
the
attempt
slippery
in since
1940 ing the first half. However, in the as
and elusive as their team's
instigator as the recipient. Irregard-les- s
Manager Pro Keir ia all smiles about
"
score in the closing minutes of play,
implies.
nickname
of how carefully this soupy mix- season.
second half Second's pass defense was
the
enthusiastic turnout, and she rey
running was added
but
ture is ladled, someone always gets
only
attack
a
them
passing
carried
dented for the two touchdowns that
Although Watson appeared in the
ports a great hockey future for Laara
burnt. Animosities are fanned, and to the Wooster intercollegiate pro16 yard line as the game ended.
the
to
the
ball
game.
meant
game as a substitute halfback, there
"Muscles" Davis. "Muscles", it seems,
sulphuric words often tinge the air. gram in 1926. For the 1) seasons in
ia
significant
which
WoosIt
the
Scots
that
had
this
to
not
was
nothing
about
his
in
running
teams
ersatz
Chucking both those TD passes
came to practice with her shin guards
But criticism is the one means where-b- y
a democratic press can express sport, Wooster won 35 of 60 dual was Slick Gaver, whose offensive play ability. Thrice the befuddled Scot sec- ter's attack clicked better in the sec- buckled securely on her fair arms,
disfavor with existing conditions and meets.
highlighted Seventh's hard-wovic ondary watched Watson scoot for 47, ond half than it did in the first, al- brandishing her hockey stick in an
Because of the absence of crossiiiaiiiubAviu.
manner.
though the score doe not indicate it. enviable butterfly-catche- r
country from the Wooster sport scene tory. Rhoe Benson, a "factory" of 16, and 8 yards; the last two resulted
best
did
my
I
not to notice itf but during the
The Scots made eight of their nine
Play nights at the gym, featuring
war years, there are no strength in the line, and Ross Smith after completed passes.
an elephant sitting on a teacup could
first down during the" second half coed swimming, volley ball, and table
varsity runners which might serve as were the defensive standouts of the
have been more easily disregarded
Wooster Scored First TD.
a nucleus around which Coach Mun-so- n victors.
while holding the Findlay Oilers to but tennis have attracted considerable atJim Berry and Benson were
than the Findley-Woostprogram.
Wooster drew first blood, scoring
n
could mold his
team.
two. Surprisingly enough, the lads of tention of late. What an opportunity
To say the very least, it was inadethe two recipients' of paver's "pay-dirt- " early,
A few of the men, however, were on
in the first period. Bill Shinn Coach Swigart
made two more first for those gals lucky enough to have
quate!
passes.
the track squad last spring; these
scampered 36 yards to payoff terri- downs than did their rivaL
Of the
The most striking omission was that men and the new candidates form the
Sparkling offensively and defen tory after ' catching a punt on the nine first downs, five were the result retained a nice tan, which shows off
of the weights of the respective formidable group from which the varto such an advantage in new bathing
sively for the losing Second Section Findlay 36. The attempted conversion of completed forward passes.
players. Such weights are as much a sity quintet will be chosen.
suits, or those who possess that definwas Dick Hollingsworth. His cour- after touchdown struck the goal post
part of football as the batting averages
Busack and Coccia Outstanding
The twenty-on- e
men who are comite asset
gorgeous gams.
"heads-up- "
play continually and bounded back.
and' pitching records in baseball. peting for the top
The excellent kicking of Miney
posi- ageous
Names themselves mean nothing; only tions are: Rosenbloom, Johnston, thwarted Seventh's attempts to in
Frosh curies, Jo Anna Murphy and
Wooster lead was short- - Busack continually cost the Oilers
This
by a detailed appraisal of the weights Holden, Walton, Cliffe,
valuable yardage.
Time and time Meredith Hunter, are suffering from
Macmillan, crease the score.
lived. Findlay scored twice in the secof the individual players and the Griggs, Hewitt, Monroe, Satow, Hor-vatclassy
his
prevented the the effects of a strenuous modern
again,
punting
Seventh Section was enabled to win
half time Scots from becoming immersed in hot
squad as a whole can conclusions be
Retzler, Patterson, Campbell, because of a plethora of capable re ond quarter to take a
dance session in Lower Babcock Mon
drawn concerning the strength and Garret, Martin, Hoffman, Mandeville,
water. The average length of his punts
serves, superior passing, and better lead.
.
day afternoon. The Body Beautiful
scoring potentialities or the teams in- Taylor, and Lyon.
was approximately 40 yards. Outstand.
defensive play. The maxim still holds
Scot Attack Bogs Down
volved.
A team for this Saturday's meet true: "Stick with the champion until
ing Wooster lineman of the day was campaign is a trine tougn on beginWooster began the second half as Bob Coccia, whose defensive
It is not suggested that the athletic with Ohio Wesleyan will be selected he's beaten."
and of- ners, but with Grace (Tel. No. 298)
if it meant business. Unfortunately, fensive play stood out like a stray (?) as the goal, is it any wonder the boy
department furnish the student body from these men.
Seventh and Fourth Sections con
with an elaborate fifty page program,
Five dual meets have been listed tinue
Babcock.
are volunteering for goal keeper?
to lead the league with four it was impossible to deliver the goods! pig in
complete with pictures and life his- for the season in addition to the Ohio
wins and no losses each. They are be- Busack inaugurated this half by retories of every football player. A Conference Meet at Oberlin on Nov. ing closely pursued by
Fifth Section, turning the kickoff 62 yards from his
mimeographed sheet is perfectly ac- 16. Bowling Green and Baldwin-WallacRIDE THE GREY and RED BUS
which has won three straight games
own 2 to the Findlay 36. Shinn picked
ceptable, providing it contains that
whom the Scots entertain at without loss. Next week's
At Holden Hall 21 and 41 min. after the hour
a
contest bedata certinent to the nerformnnrp of home on Oct. 19 and Nov. 2 reup a first down on the 23 yard line
Leaves Public Square 10 and 25 min. after the hour
tween Second and Fifth should rethose players appearing in the game. spectively, promise additional interest veal whether
or not Fifth Section is an as two running plays clicked. Here
WOOSTER TRANSPORTATION CO.
g
and intramural football power.
The students, alumni, and faculty and enjoyment for
the attack bogged down; three run- are entitled to a much more compre- Dad's Day. The Nov. 23 dual meet
hensive program than that appearing with Oberlin at Oberlin occurs on the
last Saturday. Henceforth, the neces- same day that Wooster's gridiron
sary time and effort should be ex- huskies clash with the powerful Yeopended to se to it that worthwhile man eleven. The 1946
AUTOMOTIVE REPLACEMENT PARTS
Photographs of Distinction
programs not scrap paper be fur- schedule is as follows:
Tires, Batteries, Sporting Goods
Citizens Bank Building
Phone 938--

SCCDCPEE
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Home-comin-

CLARKES STUDIO

JOLLIFFS AUTO SUPPLY

cross-count- ry

Oct. 12

nished Wooster fans.

19

Capital is to be Wooster's next
football opponent. Thus far the
Fighting Lutherans have failed to win
a single game, losing to Muskingum,
26-and to Marietta last Saturday,
12-Dale Rose, the Cap's new football mentor, has been running plays
from the "T" using an unbalanced
line.
.
.

Ohio Wesleyan there
Bowling Green here,tenta-tiv-

R

e

.... 26 Muskingum
there, tentative
Nov. - 2 Baldwin.Wallace here
16
Ohio Conference at Oberlin
23 Oberlin there

6,

0.

Capital's starting line averages a
mere 176 pounds, as compared to
Wooster's 198 pounds, a weight advantage of 22 pounds for the Scots.
The heaviest man on the Cap line is
Hutchinson, a 196 pound tackle.
Other linemen who figure prominently
in Coach Rose's plans are Ott, Range,
and Lynn who are light, but aggressive. Divine and Susil are the
backfield mainstays. Divine is a "holy
terror" once he gets his hands on the
ball, and Susteric is a tall gent who
chucks the pigskin for plenty of
yardage.
Wooster's backfield will average
181 pounds per man, in comparison
with Capital's 160, a weight advantage
of 21 pounds. The Scots definitely
will have a weight advantage; whether
they also have the speed necessary to
utilize this weight advantage, only
time with a "Capital 'T' " will furnish
the answer.

were represented were allowed to par-

ticipate in the program.
No section or floor is so undermanned as to have all its members in
lab or class from 4:00 to 5:00 P.M.
Forfeiture is a favorite method of
playing "dead dog"; either snap out
of your lethargy or wear the leash
that symbolizes spiritless, somnolent
sportsmanship.
Give the remaining sections and
floors "a break" by - tendering your
resignation, at which time a new program may be drawn up or play ball!
Dead dogs breed discontent; let's get
rid of them now!

ACCESSORIES

As Gay as Laughter
For Home-coming

hand-painte-

Skes

11-1-

32-3-

8

$735

Put a gleam in his eye at the Home-comin- g
Dance.
Sequins will do it. Add a sparkling accent to your
dress with one of our motifs
or use your ingenuity
by creating a design of your own. Annats can supply
you with an inspired collection of motifs, and sequins
by the yard in single, double, or triple strands.

Wooster Theatre
Friday, Saturday, Oct.

Blouses are going everywhere this season
even to
Inter-clu- b
loveliest
Look
Tea.
in your favor
your
ite dark skirt accentuated by one of the newest blouse
d
creations
cap sleeved beauty, fash'
a
ioned of whiteaquaf black, or bluelcrepel

the

Motifs, 85c - $4.95

Sweaters

"Suspense"

7.95 to

"Bowery Bombshell"

10.95

$4 JO

Masculine heads will nod in approval when you
appear exquisitely feminine in a sequined calot
of
x
gold, silver $6 JO, or black $535. '

2

Barry Sullivan in

By the yard, 20c

Or accentuate your crowning glory in a head-ban- d
of black felt spangled with black and silver, black
and gold, or black and white sequins
$4.00.
Joan Bowman

With Leo Gorcey
Forfeits raised their "Lena-like- "
heads
in detached aloofness during this
week's intramural touch football
games. This is not a new practice; one
of the first sections to forfeit this
week also sinned in a like manner in
summer intramural Softball. Evidently
such sections assume that the intramural league games are nothing more
than mild forms, of recreation, which
they may or may not attend at their
leisure.
.
The intramural touch football pro- gram is not being run for your especial benefit
believe it or not!
Conscientious sections should not be
burdened by inactive, spiritless competitors.
Coach Mose Hole called a meeting
for those sections desiring to compete
in an intramural touch football program. The attendance of your representative signified your willingness to
play. Only such sections and floors as

Sunday, Monday
i

Long Gloves

Alan Ladd

Geraldine Fitzgerald in

3.00

"O. S. S."

.

Quiz Kid Corner
This question has more tricks to it

than a bag of monkeys. So don't be a

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thurs.
Ginger Rogers in

"Heartbeat"

3.50 to
6.50

v

QUESTION: When was the last
season that football opposition was unable to defeat, tie, or enter the end
zone of the Wooster Scots?
Answer will be found on back page.

Sequin Designs
85c to 4.95

BARRETTS
Liberty. Flower Shop

bag; make a monkey out of the sports
staff.

Sequined
Fascinators

Phone 600

333 E.

Liberty

George Koch, Student Rep.

Kenarden II

Sequined Calob
5.95andto0
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Girls View VAA
Fashion Show

Firo Hazards -

Concerts Feature

tophcnsoniowstomio-Bomb- .

Blast al Operation Crossroads

That "greatest bomdoggle in history", as some have called the Bikini
The latest fads in blue jeans will be
Committee held their first meeting of among the styles featured at the atom bomb testing, was clearly described by Dr. Reginald J. Stephenson
Style Show to be in chapel Thursday. He told of his summer's hop in a DC4 from
the yew on Monday, Oct. 7, under
Babcock Saturday at
lower
held
in
the chairmanship of Dean Tauesch.
Oakland, Calif., where the party was outfitted, to Hawaii, Kwajalein,
Especially planned for
ihe question or the possibilities ot Frosh femmes who are eager to learn and Bikini. His fellow passengers out of Honolulu were ten scientists,
fire escapes in Kauke Hall was
'What Wooster Wpmen Are Wear a highly inflammable liquid, a high explosive, and an army nurse.
brought up. It was announced that
Investigations on the first bomb by
ing This Season,'.' the style show is
the Trustees did not feel that there
s
the joint Army, Navy, Manhattan,
a. main attraction on this
was sufficient fire haxard in Kauke
calendar. In addition to the ever- - and varied other units revealed that
to warrant fire escapes. However some popular blue jeans, clothes for every ash burns and shock waves would
The

Relations

Student-Facult- y

W-A-A.-Y.-

W.

two-thirt- y.

week-end'-

steps are being taken to construct
function and activity church, teas,
more stairways in Kauke.
vie dances, hay rides, formats, games,
Student
rainy weather will be shown. Even the
It was decided that the
Faculty Relations Committee request newest modes of after hours apparel,
the Schedule Committee of the p. j.'s and night shirts, are not for
Faculty to consider several possible gotten in the script written for the
alternatives for changing class times, occasion by Betty Ann Baker.
thus making possible again the 10
Modeling these fashions will be
minute period between each class:
WA.A. Board members (please
a. That classes begin at 7:1? in note, Mr. Powers and Mr. Conover)
stead of 7:4?
Dorothy Campbell, Marianna Paull,
b. That we have Saturday classes
Flossie Mason, Dorothy Aten, Jean
c. That we have continuous classes King, Kay Deen, Anna Syrios,
Marilyn George, Nancy Beans, Jean
through the noon hour
d. Continue our present system Horn, Pru Kier, Jan Jenson, Jane
until after football season and Freeman, and Lois Zaun
Immediately following the style
then have afternoon classes last
show, tea will be served by the
till 4:30
Y.W.C.A.
There has been some confusion as
to the rules for ownine cars. It was
announced by the Dean that by fac
ulty vote, no student except married
veterans may have cars on campus,
unless they have been given permis
sion by one of the deans. It was
Y M C A President Bob Gish an
moved by Mrs. Golder that the Stu nounces the addition of Mr. Drushal
Relations Committee ask
to the Y M cabinet as faculty advisor.
the WSGA to review the motoring Replacing Dr. Schreiber, Mr. Drusha
rules for girls, with the idea of re joins the '46 cabinet with President
vision.
Dave Cull, Sec
Gish.
com
much
so
been
John Compton, and
Since there has
President
Joe Lane, who is
plaint about announcements, it was former
Student-Facultcurrently serving as Community Serv
proposed that the
Relations Committee ask the Public ice Chairman.
Relations Director to undertake the
All men students of the College are
publication of a weekly calendar to automatically members of the "Y"
include all college events for both and are invited to the next open
students and faculty. This would be meeting Wednesday, Oct. 23. Mem
posted ' every Wednesday on the bership cards'will be distributed to al
chapel bulletin board and would be those wishing to be active,. Oct. 1
available in other places, such as the the remainder of the Big Four cloth'
dorms, library, etc. If this plan proves ing collection for European relief wit
successful, it may be possible for stu- be shipped.
dents to take it up later as a moneymaking proposition.
f

Advisor Drushal
Joins New Cabinet
Y

dent-Facult- y

Vice-Preside-

nt

retary-Treasur- er

y

a

immediately and severely injure any
personnel close by, but Dr. Stephenson, quartered on the air conditioned
USS Haven, was safe to study the
radioactive monitors aboard. From
his vantage point on the bridge of a
destroyer .eight miles from the second
bomb, he could appreciate the dome
af incandescent material that rose upon
the surface of the lagoon, followed
by a cloud and a ten million ton,
mile high column of water.
En route back to the U. S. Dr.
Stephenson lectured to naval officers,
and has since gone to Washington,
D. C, to lecture.

Council
Holds Rush Social
Inter-Clu- b

Inter-CluCouncil will give a tea
from two to five this Sunday, Oct. 13.
Personal invitations have been sent to
all sophomore. Groups of ten will
come every twenty minutes and will be
introduced to the presidents and rep
resentatives of the social clubs. If you
are eligible to join a club and have
not received an invitation, see Gwen
'
Jones at Babcock.
Next week girls will hand in their
preference lists to the Dean's office
Rushing ' parties will begin Friday,
Oct. 25. Each club has drawn a time
and is planning a party to suit the
occasion.
b

Ok
'
i

IVltatta Gitt..

NowYorlrArtists

v:::

Promising to bring one of the best
CHAPEL PROGRAMS
seasons in its history, the Wooster
Federation of Music Concert Series Oct. 15 Student Senate
has six different and distinctive pro
16 Mr. Gore
grams planned for the months ahead.
Music
Among them are four performances
17 Dr. Lowry
of New York artists, including" a
mixed quartet from the Metropolitan
18 Board Speaker
Kapell,
pianist.
Homecoming Weekend
Opera, and William
will
pre
Also the Wooster Symphony
sent two concerts in the series.

Male Secret1ill

Ushers for the concerts this season
are: Robert McMillan, Robert Hoff
man, Marilyn Anderson, Thelma
Gilkeson, Lovina Kelley, Judy Miller,
Carol Musson, Rosemary Pierce, Doris
Reitz, Lois Sheets, Evelyn Slater, and
Dorothy Swan.

It has often been

Why young ladies will assume,

That men are always under
The spells of their perfume.
What chance do we poor males have

a limited number of tickets
and students desiring one should see
Miss Ihrig at the jEonservatory im
mediately. The hrstV concert will be
on Oct. 22. Student ticket price
is 4.80.

There

;
i

my wonder

Against such radiation?
Against an Evening In Paris,
Or the latest Ciro creation?

is

Ahh, WE'VE a. secret weapon, men!
Our own prim little potion.

It

seems that gals themselves will fall

For

after-shavin-

lotion!.
Glenn Garratt

g

ANSWER TO
.
QUIZ KID CORNER
DR. STEPHENSON
final
the
game
1920.
In
ANSWER:
of the season, Mount Union was beat
The three "points, however,
en
were scored by. dint of a field goal,
CHEVROLET
by the opposition entering the
NOT
Meeting in an executive session in
end zone.
the chamber in Kauke, Congressional
Club voted to extend membership bids
to the following men: Richard Cox,
Order Them by the Cab Full
Robert Ronsheim, Norm McMillan,
Don Fluke, Bill Boyer, John Blank,
John Shupe, Jim Parks, Al Valentine,
PHONE 540-Elmer Stratton, Don Bell, Dave
Blackshear.

M. Langell

7-- 3.

Congressional Elects

.

HAMBURGER INN
R

GRIFFIN ELECTRIC SHOP

Have a Coke, Please!

155

Bill Shack

W. Liberty Street

RADIO REPAIRS
LAMP CORDS -

-:-

-

SMALL RADIOS

EXTENSION CORDS
DESK LAMPS
-:-

a

Notice Short, But She Wins

"

"Instant" Hog Dog Roaster

-

The chairman announced that Mr.
Paul Modlish, Music Director, wished
some provision to be made for helping to finance the newly formed
Men's Glee Club, possibly a percentage of the Student Activity Fee.
Out of this discussion appeared the
confusion as to just what the Student
Activity Fee was used for. Mr.
Tauesch promised to bring this up
at the next Trustee's meeting and re
port on it.
.

Counter

Chit-Ch-

Photographs for AH Occasions

TUX FOR SALE
Size 38
See Mr. George Weigel
Vet. Admin. Office, Kauke

-

,

Snyder Studio
.

FOR SALE
Tuxedo, size 36, like new

STUDIO and CAMERA SHOP

Call 398

PHONE 16

EAST LIBERTY AT BEVER

Abrasom's Tailor Shop

City Taxi

at

nil
All
rsum

r
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Freedlanders
You know I'm not in the habit of
asking for things, but what with all the
activity next week I just though I'd
shop early.
I've been thinking and thinking.
"The more I think, the more I know
that it would be so super to have a
man as sending as Smith in a smooth
sweater. It should be a heavy, white
wool tennis job trimmed with red and
blue at the sleeves, neck and waist.
Umm! He wouldn't even need crutches
to look just as lush in a yellow sweat
er with the brown and white trim. (At
Freedlander's for $9.95 .' . ..the

SEE

Dale Blocher
(Kenarden

III

Phone

427-R- )

For Flowers From

Elite Flower Shoppe
Phone 282

320 W. Liberty

.

sweater,

that is.)

Phone 609

Or maybe, it should be someone as
as Condit who'd look loving
t
ly at me. He'd be in a "Brad", a Mc
' Gregor washable flannel sport shirt
4.25). 'Course he'll look even better
in his favorite yellow or beige . .
well, even white, red or blue.
clean-cu-

Don't think I'm fickle if I ask for
one as joey as Johns . . . with a hair
do you love to touch and a black
Ford. He'd even look more ador
able chugging up Beall Ave. wearing
a McGregor sweater, flecked with yel
low diamond shaped designs scattered
on a blue background, for $7.95.
Maybe it ought to be a brown one to
match hi eyes.
Excuse me please . . . I'm' sent!
Ah men!
-

Livy De Pastina

L

(

-

I

Then if I could choose I might pick
Rutledge man. Yup,
as
a rugged
with
long legs and nice
big
tall
man
a
always
big
feet
big feet,
in Adler's
sweat sox that sell for 79c.

MISS HELEN BARTHOLOMEW
Going in as- a pinch hitter, on just five or six, all from different beauty
two weeks' notice, Miss Helen Barthol- houses.
The certificate presented Miss Bar
omew of Gray's drug store, came out
in third place as a qualified beauty tholomew by the Cosmetic school or
Beauty Fashion gives her. the coveted
consultant for this district.
title of "Beauty Consultant." She will
Announced as one of the top
be happy to help anyone with their
winners recently,' Miss Bartholobeauty problems.
mew is shown here behind the
wearing
the
Gray's,
... beauty bar at
corsage given her by her fellow
employees at the Wooster store.
"I had to make up six past lessons,
study the seventh, and worrv about
what had become of the eighth and
last lesson," Miss Bartholomew says.
Miss Bartholomew went into the
contest on short notice.
Lessons for the contest included HQ
discussion questions covering a wide
and technical field, beautywise. The
written examination at the Hotel
Cleveland two weeks ago was based on
The examinations
twenty of these.
were graded by beauty experts in New
York.
Miss Batholomew's ideas on beauty
and makeup are her own. She thinks
that everyone should "shop around"
for the kind of preparations that suit
her particular type and problems. "I
don't think it is necessary to stick to
one particular line at all. If you like
something in one line, use it. If you
like, say the lipstick in another line,
use that. I've been able to try out a
lot of different preparations and I use
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Wooster's Center

:

-

of

Recorded Music
Public Square
COME IN AND
HEAR YOUR

FAVORITE
.

RECORDS

All Wool Grey Flannel

SL ACKS

- -

$12.95

Choice of oxford or silver grey. Fine quality all
wool flannel tailored to fit perfectly. Pleats
and zipper closed.

Sport Coat

- -

$22.50

FREEDLANDERS

